Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolor – Find Balance Stacked Stones Wall Art , by Mandy Peltier

Michaels Zoom Class: January 4, 2021 1:00 PM CST
Curriculum: Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolour – Find Balance Stacked Stones Wall Art, by Mandy Peltier!
Artist: Mandy Peltier
In this Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolour workshop, artist Mandy Peltier will guide you through the steps
to create this serene stacked stones wall art! She will share with you some of her favorite techniques and use
two tube colors from the Cotman Watercolors collection to bring this art to life! This class is great for intermediate painters, as well as those who are just getting started with using watercolors!
There is sketch available for you to use as a reference. Please see link the link below. The link will also be on
the confirmation email as well as the reminder email you will receive. Prior to the star of the class, we highly
recommend that you print out and prepare you sketched outline on watercolour paper if you so choose to work
alongside Mandy in creating this beautiful piece of art. RSVP for this FREE class.
Supplies Needed:
Winsor & Newton® Cotman® Watercolors Sketchers!"Pocket Box; Item # D240485S, #10435073
https://www.michaels.com/winsor-and-newton-cotman-watercolor-sketchers-pocket-box/D240485S.html
Using the Following Colors in the Set:
Lemon Yellow
Alizarin Crimson
Ultramarine Blue
Viridian Hue
Sap Green
Burnt Umber
Chinese White
Winsor & Newton® Professional™ Cold Press Watercolor Paper Pad, 9x12; Item # D400258S
https://www.michaels.com/winsor-and-newton-professional-cold-press-watercolor-paper-pad-9in-x-12in/
D400258S.html
Winsor & Newton® Cotman® #4 Round Brush; Item # 10269104
https://www.michaels.com/winsor-and-newton-cotman-round-brush/10269104.html

fi

Winsor & Newton® Black Fineliner, 1.0 mm; Item # D292090S
https://www.michaels.com/winsor-and-newton-black- neliner/D292090S.html
Well Artist Palette with Center; Item # 10207789 –

https://www.michaels.com/artists-loft-round-10-well-artist-palette/10207789.html
Glass of Water
Paper Towels
Graphite Pencil (4H recommended)
Eraser
Step 1 - Prepare Work Surface
Cover your work surface with a disposable covering and fill a glass or cup with water.
Step 2 - Cut Watercolour Paper
Cut one sheet of 9in x 12in watercolor paper in half along the long edge to create two 6x9 sheets of paper.
Only one sheet will be used for this project.
Step 3 - Mix Colors in Watercolor Palette
To mix the 7 colors with the same paint to water ratio, use a #4 brush as if it were a spoon. Place 3 scoops of
water into 7 wells on the artist palette. Mix the following colors into those wells until you have an equal paint to
water ratio for each color.
White: Chinese White only
Grey: 1 part Ultramarine Blue, 1 part Burnt Umber, and 5 parts Chinese White
Blue: 1 part Ultramarine Blue, 1 part Sap Green, 1 scoop Grey paint, and 4 parts Chinese White
Pink: 1 part Alizarin Crimson, 1 part Lemon Yellow, 1 scoop Grey paint, and 3 parts Chinese White
Green: 2 parts Sap Green, 1 scoop Grey paint, and 4 parts Chinese White
Navy: 3 parts Alizarin Crimson, 3 parts Viridian Hue, and 2 parts Ultramarine Blue
Light Grey: 1 part Alizarin Crimson, 1 part Viridian Hue, and 6 parts Chinese White
Step 4 - Apply First Layer of Paint to Stones
Stone 1: Apply White to entire stone. While the White is still wet, apply Light Grey to the very bottom edge of
the stone and the very top edge of the stone.
Stone 3: Apply Green to the top edge and bottom edge of stone. Then, place the brush in the water for one or
two seconds, wipe it several times on the edge of the water glass, and then apply this now diluted version of
Green to the rest of this stone. Then, apply Grey to the top edge and bottom edge of this stone.
Stone 5: Apply Blue to the top and bottom edges of the stone. Then, place the brush in the water for one or
two seconds, wipe it several times on the edge of the water glass, and then apply this now diluted version of
Blue to the rest of this stone. Apply more Blue as small dots, using the tip of the brush to apply these dots, and
allow them to merge organically into the wet paint. Then, apply Grey to the top edge and bottom edge of this
stone.
Stone 7: Apply Navy to the top edge of the stone. Then, place the brush in the water for one or two seconds,
wipe it several times on the edge of the water glass, and then apply this now diluted version of Navy to the rest
of this stone. Use a lift technique to create the light-colored arches on the rock. To do this, rinse the brush in
the water glass, blot it on a paper towel a few times so that the brush is moist but not wet, and run the brush
over the stone, creating an arch shape, to lift the paint. Clean and blot the brush again if more paint needs to
be lifted from the paper.
Stone 2: Apply Grey to the top and bottom edge of the stone. Place the brush in the water for one or two seconds, wipe it several times on the edge of the water glass, and then apply this now diluted version of Grey to
the rest of this stone. Then, using the Grey paint, apply a few thin, horizontal lines to the rock.
Stone 4: Apply Light Grey to the top and bottom edge of the rock. Place the brush in the water for one or two
seconds, wipe it several times on the edge of the water glass, and then apply this now diluted version of Light
Grey to the rest of this stone. Then, apply Grey to the top and bottom edge of this stone.
Stone 6: Apply Pink to to the top and bottom edges of the rock. Place the brush in the water for one or two
seconds, wipe it several times on the edge of the water glass, and then apply this now diluted version of Pink
to the rest of this stone. Then, apply Grey to the top and bottom edge of this stone.

Step 5 - Apply Second Layer of Paint to Stones
Stone 1: Apply Light Grey to the bottom edge of the stone. To help the color transition into the previously applied paint colors, the brush can be rinsed and then blotted so that it is moist but not wet, and then the brush
can be run along the edge of the wet paint that needs to be softened and transitioned into the dry paint. Repeat this process to help any other colors transition. Then, use this same color to apply some markings on the
stone using only the very tip of the brush.
Stone 3: Apply Grey to the top edge and bottom edge of the stone. Then, apply Green to paint on various
markings on the stone, using only the tip of the brush.
Stone 5: Apply Blue to the top edge and also use this color to apply some markings on the stone. Apply Grey
to the top edge and then use the same color to apply some markings on the stone as well.
Stone 7: Apply Navy to the top edge of the stone. Using the very tip of the brush, apply Navy to the top ad
bottom edge of the white arches. Then, apply Grey the middle bottom portion of the stone. Use Navy to paint
on various markings on the stone.
Stone 2: Apply Grey as horizontal stripes and Navy to the bottom edge of the stone.
Stone 4: Apply Green to the top edging of the stone, and then apply Grey to the very top edge and bottom
edge as well as to create some markings on the bottom half of the stone.
Stone 6: Apply Pink to to the top and bottom of the stone as well as to create some markings on the stone.
Apply Grey to the top edge and to some markings on the stone as well.
Step 6 - Apply Final Touches to Stones
Stone 1: Apply a very thin line of Grey to the very bottom edge of the rock.
Stone 5: Apply Navy to the top and bottom edge. Apply Grey to some of the markings as well.
Stone 7: Apply Navy to the top edge.
Stone 2: Apply Grey to the vertical stripes and Navy to the very bottom edge.
Stone 4: Apply Navy to the very top edge.
Stone 6: Apply Grey to the markings again and Navy to the top edge.
Other adjustments can be made, if desired, to the stones above or to stone 3, which is not listed in this step.
Step 7 - Apply Fineliner to Lettering
Carefully apply the black fineliner to the lettering.

